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The almost total absence of visible African artifacts in African Ameri
can culture led to the general belief that nothing African survived the 
tyranny of American slavery.1 Prohibited by slaveholders from partici
pating in traditional ceremonies and rituals, Africans in the. United 
States for the most part did not develop complete, formal African art 
forms. The functions of African artists were in fact nearly meaningless 
in such an alien context. But while the visible artifacts of religious 
sculpture gradually disappeared, subtler linguistic and communicative 
artifacts were sustained and embellished by the Africans' creativity 
when any more conspicuous elements of African cultures would have 
produced even greater repression. This essay surveys some of these com
plex verbal behaviors, which constitute continuity and relationship be
tween West African languages and African American English. 

The Question of Relationship 

Despite the preponderance of pidgin and later of creole among early 
Africans in America, little investigation into the structure, history, con
text, or possible relationships with West and Central African languages 
was ever undertaken. Considered a corruption of English or the bab
bling of children, the language used by African Americans was dismis
sed as unworthy of investigation. Furthermore, the persistent and pre
vailing idea among early American scholars as well as laypersons was 
that Africans had no culture. Such a view successfully impeded a dis
cussion of language relationships. 
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Melville !ferskovits, Janheinz jahn, and other writers on the subject 
have been vigorously attacked, not so much for their methods as for the 
inferences to be drawn from their methods. They theorized on the basis 
of field research in African cultures, diasporan and continental, and 
c~allenged many interpretations about the African connection. Along 
with W E. B. Du Bois, Alain Locke, and Carter Woodson before them 
they provided, in effect, novel interpretations of old substances. ' 
. A considerable intellectual meanness had to be combated by the ini

tial cadre of comrnunicationists who examined the continuity of black 
languag.e b~haviors from Africa to America. The racist assumption that 
black pidgin reflected an innate inability of Africans to learn English 
was current at one time," In fact, as Herskovits pointed out the lin
guists who studied pidgin often had no knowledge of African languages 
and therefore could not make informed interpretations. Lorenzo Turner 
augmented this position by exposing inaccuracies in the work of lin
guists who were quick to give assurance that there were no African sur
vivals among ~la~k A.meric~ns. Only with the work of Mervyn Alleyne 
and other sociolinguisrs did we begin to get a clearer picture of the 
Afri~an. contribution to English.! Alleyne particularly demonstrated 
continuny in the West Indies. 

Earlier, Ambrose Gonzales, like many white American linguists, rnis
l1ndersto~d the Gullah language and arrived at the wrong conclusion. In 
1922 he cited a list of w?rds that ~ere purported to be of African origin. 
~ost of the words are either English words misspelled or African words 
mterpreted as English words that blacks could not pronounce. Gonzales 
was thoroughly confused about what he was studying, as Turner pointed 
out: 

Many ot~ler words in Gonzales' glossary which, because of his lack 
of acquaintance With. the vocabulary of certain African languages, 
he mterprets as ~nghsh, are in reality African words. Among other 
Gullah :VOIds which he or other American writers have interpreted 
as EnglIsh, ?ut which are African, are the Mende sumangc, to be 
pr~~d (explained .by Gonzales as a corruption of the English swag
gel). the Wolof 111; small (taken by Gonzales to be an abbreviated 
form of the English little, in spite of the fact that the Gullah also 
uses little. when he wishes to): the Wolof ben}, tooth (explained by 
the. Amencans a~ a corruption of bone): the Twi fa, to take (ex
plained by Amel'1cans as a corruption of the English for) .... 4 

The point made by Turner is that white American linguists refused 
to cons~der the possibility that blacks used African words in their vo
cabularies, In fact, the evidence demonstrates that whites unfamiliar 
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with either African languages or Gullah made expansive generalizations 
that tended to support their preconceived notions about black speech 
habits. Writing in the American Mercury in 1924, George Krapp said 
that "it is reasonably safe to say that not a single detail of Negro pro
nunciation or Negro syntax can be proved to have other than English 
origins." Other writers who voiced nearly the same judgment regarding 
the presence of African survivals in black American speech supported 
the notion of an absolute break with African culture." It was inconceiv
able to them that either phonological, morphological, or semantic inter
ference could have existed where Africans retained their language be
havior in connection with English. 

These writers represented the prevailing American notions about 
race, cultural retentions, and African intelligence. And while Herskovits 
and others were gallant in demonstrating the presence of Africanisms in 
black America, they frequently concentrated on artifacts that proved in
sufficient to carry the burden of cultural continuity. Despite charges 
that Herskovits's work had a negative effect on the discussion of culture 
because he exaggerated differences between blacks and nonblacks, his 
primary thesis is essentially sound.i It was, of course, an unpopular po
sition because several writers, including the sociologist E. Franklin Fra
zier, were captivated by the idea of more or less nondistinction between 
cultures and races. The emphasis was on making Africans Anglo-Sax
ons, as Frazier's student Nathan Hare eventually put it in his study 
BlackAnglo-Saxons. But Africans were and are culturally different, and 
whether or not one argues that this difference resulted from African re
tention and syncretism of other cultures, the point was unchanged. In 
fact, what should have occurred, but did not, was a systematic and em
pirical testing of culture-related data that promised to explicate African 
American language behaviors. 

Continuity of Language Behaviors 

That something of the African backgrounds of black Americans sur
vived is not difficult to argue despite intense efforts to prove that blacks 
were incapable of cultural retention because of slavery. No displaced 
people have ever completely lost the forms of their previous culture. The 
specific artifacts may differ from those employed in a prior time, but the 
essential elements giving rise to those artifacts are often retained and 
produce substantive forms in the new context. 

It is my contention that black Americans retained basic components 
of the African experience rather than specific artifacts. To seek the dis
tinctive retention of African words in black America as Turner, 
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Herskovits, and Romeo Garrett attempted to do is to search amiss. 
~l:at they sought to do is all interesting, provocative, and valuable ad
dition to our knowledge, but it is not convincing from the standpoint of 
cultural survivals. It is cast in too narrow a mold and often depends on 
the continuity of specific words from several ethnic regions of Africa. 
Alt~ough Afr~can lexical items may be found in limited supply among 
Afncan Amencans, they do not make the argument for a more general 
retention of African linguistic behavior applicable to most black Ameri
cans. What my research suggests is that combinations of classes of 
sounds, units of meaning, and syntax behaviors are to be considered in 
regard to survival rather than concentrating on ally single one of these 
factors 01' on simple lexical characteristics. 

Earlier writers seem to have preferred African lexical discoveries in 
African American language; they are, after all, easily identifiable pheno
mena: But the relationship between African languages and African 
Amencan speech behaviors call be more clearly ascertained on a pri
mary level in the "communication style" of the person. While this con
cep~ is difficult to define, it means simply the verbal and nonverbal be
havior patterns that distinguish one person from another. Even whole 
groups may be distinguished in such a manner. On a secondary level, 
there are observable relationships in the substantive social fabric of Ian
g~ag~ behavior-proverbs, riddles, dozens, call-and-response. The com
bination of communicative styles and "folkloristic modalities" consti
~utes a~ approach. to the sen~e of ~ language. It is this sense of language 
In Afncan Am~ncans.t~at IS uniquely more African than European, 
other factors aside. ThIS IS not a rejection of linguistic structure, inas
much as I hope to demonstrate that certain structural matters under
Score my basic thesis. 

Recent l.inguisti~ studies define a language variously referred to as 
~lack ~nghsh, AfrIcan American English, or, more appropriately, Ebon
ICS. ThIS language has systematic rules different from English as it is 
popularly learned and spoken. The cohesive grammar of Ebonies has 
featur~s s?ared with popular English and other dialects of English. The 
most signincanr fact, however, is that some of its features are found only 
a.mong Ebonies speakers. At least one researcher jeutonne Brewer be
h:ve~ that "systematic differences in Black En~lish which Occur 'only 
within that language system, may be the result of interaction between 
coast~l West African languages of the Niger-Congo language family and 
t?C dI.alects o~ English encountered by Black people when they first ar
~·Iv~d.m A~cnca."8 In such a case, however, it is highly unlikely that no 
l~dIviduatlOn of. those u~ique systematic differences appeared in other 
dialects of English. The mteraction of African languages with English 
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dialects has not been shown to be significant in the singularity of cer
tain grammatical rules present in Ebonies, A more plausible answer is 
that Ebonies contains structural remnants of certain African languages 
even though the vocabulary is overwhelmingly English. 

If we accept the creolization theory that Ebonies developed as a result 
of language interference, isolation factors, and nonpopular linguistic 
models, then it is possible to trace the language from pidgin to the full 
coming-to-be of another language. According to creolization theory, a 
pidgin language is characterized by two factors: its grammatical system 
is sharply reduced, and it is not the native language system of those w~o 

speak it. When pidgin becomes the native language of those who use It, 
it becomes a creole language." 

The language spoken by African Americans was greatly influenced by 
the phonological and syntactic structures of their fir~t langua~es. VYhat
ever semblance of English they learned had the unmistakable imprmt of 
African languages, much as the English spoken by the average French 
person is rendered in many instances in terms of Fren~h p~onology ~nd 

syntax. These Africans were, for the most part, not linguists learning 
languages but lay persons acquiring an instrument for their survival. 
And the limited English vocabulary and few sentences needed for the 
task of staying alive were extremely useful in dealing with whites. But 
the mastery of English morphology and syntax lay in the future. 

Pidginization as a first step toward creolization occurs throughout the 
Africans' history in America. Morphological, phonological, and gram
matical principles underlying popular English have constantly played 
havoc with the African past. The accompanying figure shows the process 
of structural retention in African American speech behaviors. 

Inasmuch as African Americans are descendants of a great many eth
nic and linguistic groups, it is necessary, if we are to talk about commu
nication styles, constructions, or preverbal forms, to identify as precisely 
as possible the areas where most African American ancestors originated. 
Slave trade records provide us with information regarding areas from 
which slaves were taken. The Atlantic slave trade was permitted for 
nearly two hundred years in the American colonies and the United 
States. Every state was affected at some point, although the majority of 
Africans landed in the southern states. 10 

The languages spoken by most African linguistic groups are consid
ered to be in the Niger-Congo family, which includes Bantu. Several 
similarities between these languages and Ebonies are so clearly observ
able as to deserve immediate mention. The verb system of Efik and Ewe 
differentiate between a customary aspect (habitual) or repetitive aspect 
and aspect of completion. Thus it is possible in Efik to express an action 
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,
 
Engllshization-Ebonies
 

Maintains original communication style
 
Maintains some lexical items
 

Ability to SWitch
 

FROM AFRICAN LANGUAGES ro EBONICS 

that occurs habitually in the present, past, or future, with time deter
mined by context rather than vocal in:flection. Ebonies also uses aspect 
rather than tense in some verbal constructions. 

Perhaps Richard Long's preliminary analysis of the Uncle Remus 
dialect best demonstrates work done in recent years on the relationship 
between Ebonies and African languages. Long provided a comparative 
paradigm of the Niger-Congo verb system and Ebonies: 11 

Niger-Congo tense-aspect Examples in English translation 
Present he go 
Near past he gone 
Remote past he been gone 
Future he going to go 
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Aspect of progress 
Aspect of completion 
Past aspect of repetition 

he going 
he done gone 
he been going 

While Long gave us an interesting point of departure, he drew no clear 
and definite relationship. Furthermore, the future tense-aspect trans
lated in his construct "he going to go" is probably incorrect. Whether 
this expression appears because Joel Chandler Harris recorded it or be
cause Long wished to hear it so, it is questionable as the sole expression 
in Ebonies for the future. A more common phrase is "he gon go" to 
indicate future. 

A more useful investigation was made by William A. Stewart, who 
observed the lack of verbal inflection in Ebonies to show the difference 
between simple present and past. 12 "I see it" in Ebonies may mean "I 
see it" or "I saw it," depending on the speaker's context. One cannot 
surmise from this that the categories are nonexistent, because the pre
sent and past negatives demonstrate the presence of both grammatical 
categories. Examples include present: I see it, I don't see it; past: I see it 
(1 saw it), I ain't see it. 

According to Brewer, "Twi, Igbo, Ewe, Efik-all Niger-Congo lan
guages-Jamaican Creole, and Gullah all exhibit a similar lack of in
flection to show time. Present, past, and sometimes future time are in
dicated by context rather than by verbal inflection.t'" Examples include 
Gullah (Ogeeche): I de go, meaning "I go, I went"; Jamaican Creole: 
Yesterday me buy salt fish; Ewe: May, meaning "I go" (no particular 
time); Igbo: Ada btl abo, meaning "Ada is (was) carrying a basket"; Ttoi: 
Fa, meaning "He takes" (all times). 

The Ebonies verb system has four perfectives, whereas English has 
only twO. 14 The present and past are similar in the two grammars, but 
Ebonies also has a completive perfect and a remote time perfect. Exam
ples are completive (neal' past): I done walked; remote time: I been 
walked. Dwyer and Smith described West African Pidgin English in a 
way that makes an interesting comparison with the Ebonies perfec
tives.IS The essential point is that two aspect markers occur before the 
verb: de for continuing or habitual action and clan for completed action. 
The word bin is used as a past tense marker. It is not just West African 
Pidgin English that possesses the habitual and continuative aspect. One 
sees similar elements in Efik and Ewe verbal construction. In Efik any 
verbal construction may have a habitual counterpart. In Ewe na is 
suffixed to the verb: nayine, "I generally go." 

Clearly the morphological and grammatical connections are demon
strated between Ebonies and West African languages. The primary ar
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gument of this essay, however, is that it is in speech communication 
style generally, even as Englishization occurs, that African Americans 
retain their essential Africanness, Precise discovery of lexical items is 
not necessary to argue continuity, 

Jack Berry stated that "almost everyone of the languages spoken 
South of the Sahara is tonal, using pitch distinctions to differentiate 
words in much the same way European languages use stress.v'" That 
African American language behavior is characterized by a significant 
control over vocal inflection and modulation is fairly well established. 17 

African Americans mean something precise by their pitch, as in speak
ing such words as Jesus, man, say, Vocal color plays a vital role for the 
black public speaker, particularly the preacher, who utilizes various in
tonations and inflections to modify or amplify specific ideas, concepts,
or emotions. 

Harmonizing is a principal function of black speech behavior, and 
every attempt is made to reach internal harmony; the blending of sounds 
and ideas, for effectiveness. Thus the audience frequently responds with 
interjections, such as "Amen," "Speak," "Pray on," and "Tell the 
truth." Such interjections are similar to the Igbo "He speaks," "Let 
him speak," "Speak on," and "He has spoken." A certain noticeable 
communicative style is transmitted in tone, rhythm, or pitch in these 
cases. In fact, the so-called black voice can be recognized by other 
Ebonies speakers bypitch and tone. Thus the more prevalent the African 
rhythm, tone, and pitch in the vocalization, the more distinctly African
is the voice. 

One is tempted to suggest that whites in some southern communities,
 
having learned the peculiar intonations and sounds of their African
 
nurses, speak with African tone and pitch. On the other hand, some
 
blacks speak with an almost precise European intonation pattern with
 
no trace of African vocal color. This behavior indicates "that language
 
interference has affected the speech of blacks and whites alike. One
 
cannot be Sure even how long the African communicative styles will re

main. The time may come when we will be able to observe only rare
 
instances of the pitch, rhythm, and tone of Africa, In a real sense the 
linguists' early ecstasy over such African lexical retentions as OK, okra, 
and go-go marked the beginning of a general merging of African lexical 
items into the general American vocabulary. 

Indicators of Linguistic Relationship 

It is now necessary to expand on the role of syntactical features of 
Ebonies as indicators of linguistic relationship, Such an expansion will 
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explicate certain communicative proce~ses that cannot b.e e.xplained by 
retention of lexical items alone. For this reason greater insight may be 
gained by a detailed treatment of two types of syntactical phenomena: 
serial verbal construction and tense-aspect usage. 

Serial Verbs 

Serial verblike constructions appear in Ebonies quite frequently, ,and 
some West African languages also use several verbs to express act,lOns 
that require only one verb in English. John Bender-Samuel descnbed 
this feature in the Gur branch of Niger-Congo: 

Strings of short clauses characterize Gur syntax. Long clauses 
with a large number of nominal phrases are very unusual. Fre
quently complex clauses are broken down i~to a seque~ce of two or 
more clauses. Indirect objects, benefactives, and lllstrume~tal 

phrases are avoided. Thus Vagala uses a two verb sequence in a 
construction such as u iii te n literally "he did it gav~ me" for "l~e 

did it for me" and Basari similarly has zl tui ki tu m literally he did 
•connective gave me.18 

Ayo Bamgbose said that serial verbs refer to the combination of verbs 
found in many West African languages where all the v~rbs sha~'e ~ ~o~~ 
mon subject in the surface structure. For example, he Cited Tim: ode szke 
no mad me (He take money gave me, mean~ng "He gave me n:onet'); 
Vagala: ii kpd kiyzei mdng DIP I (He took k~lfe ~~t :nea,t, meaning He 
cut the meat with a knife"); and Yoru~a: 0 mu Z7TJe wa (He took book 

, "H b h b k") I gcome, meanmg e roug t a 00 . ,. , 

There are some surface variations in the structure of serialization 
across languages. The description of Ewe is one example: 

A peculiarity of Ewe is that we often find a row of verbs one after 
the other. The chief features of this are that all the verbs stand 
next to each other without being connected, that all have the same 
tense or mood, and that in the event of their having a cOl~~on 

subject and object, these stand with the first, the others remam,mg 
bare: should a conjunction stand between two verbs, the subject 
and object must be repeated." 

Furthermore, Bender-Samuel made generalizations about serializa
tion in the Gur branch of Niger-Congo: 

In most languages this serial construction has certain clear mark
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ers and though there are many differences from language to lan
guage usually the following characteristics are marked: 

I. The series shares a single common object which occurs before 
t?e first verb in the series and is not repeated within the se
nes, 

2. There are no conjunctions between the verbs. 
3. Nominal phrases functioning as object may occur after	 any 

verb in the series when the object changes, though it is not 
usual to find more than two such phrases. When the object of 
two or more verbs is the same it is never repeated and usually 
occurs after the first verb. 

4. Adverbial phrases may occur after a verb but only one phrase 
(~ominal or adverbial) usually occurs between verbs in a se
ries, 

5. There are severe restrictions on the forms of the verbs in the 
series. Categories like future, negative, imperative, etc. are 
only marked once for the whole series and in some instances 
are never found in such series at all. 

Some languages have conjunctions occurring within the series. 
Dagbani has two conjunctions which occur with such a series ka 
and 11. In Dagaari there are two such conjunctions which occur 
quite frequently. Bemoba has one conjunction that occasionally oc
curs. In Vagala two conjunctions may occur. Sisala has one con
junction which frequently occurs, and in Konkomba similarly 
there is one frequently occurring conjunction.i' 

.	 It is apparent, then, that serial verb constructions vary considerably 
m	 surface structure but are characterized by the general principle that 
several verb phrases appear in a single surface structure prediction. 

Westermann agreed that semantics is a common principle of serial 
verb usage: 

!n English these consecutive verbs are partly rendered by compos
1te sentences. But very often several Ewe verbs may be expressed 
by a single verb in English. 

T?e explana;ion of this i~ that the Ewe people describe every 
deta~l of an action or happemng from beginning to end, and every 
det~l1 has to be expressed by a special verb: they dissect every hap
pe.mng and present it in its several parts, whereas in English we 
seize on the leading event and express it by a verb, while subordi
nate events are either not considered or rendered by means of a 
preposition, adverb, conjunction, or a prefix of a verb.22 
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The semantic relationship between the verbs within a given con
struction is particularly important. It is apparent from the examples 
cited that the two verbs are used to convey what would normally be ex
pressed by a single verb in English. This ~s the dissecting quality of 
African linguistic expression. The West Afncan speakers analyze events 

by considering their component parts. 
The same tendency can be seen in Ebonies. In some sentences Ebon

ies speakers use several verbs, whereas St.andard English has availabl~ a 
single verb to express the completed action. For example, the Ebomcs 
expression I took consideration andjoined de lawd can be paraphrased as 
"I accepted religion" or "I became a Christian.,,23 ~he mo~t noti:eable 
difference between this sentence and its English equivalent 1S that III the 
English version the fact that the ~erson pondered the ~ssue ?r thougl~t 
about joining the church or acceptmg religion 1S n?t eVl~ent III the SUl
face structure of the sentence, but by virtue of h1S having accepted
which is, by definition, to receive with consent something ~iven or of
fered-the person must have had to think about it and decide whether 
to accept or reject this particular faith. English usually focuses on the 

ain verb and it is the main verb that usually surfaces; therefore, on m ,	 NTl
the surface of the English translation we get the verb accept. ie 
Ebonies speaker, tending to surface a larger number of wo~ds to express 
the same action, surfaces the verb participle took consideratIOn for the act 
of having thought about or pondered and joined for the actual step taken 
in accepting that faith. The Ebonies speaker here seems to want to ex
press each event, as does the speaker in many West African languages. 

We see a similar phenomenon in the Ebonies command Turn loose and 
drap dOJPn from dar ("Come down from there"). The Ebonies speaker 
finds it necessary to tell the person to first turn the tree branch loose 
and then drop down from it. Again, note the tendency to segment the 
action and more important, the fact that this segmentation appears on 
the surface in the form of two verbs. For the English speaker it is suf
ficient to focus on the main action, falling or dropping from the tree. 

Another Ebonies example is I heartellyou went home ("I hear that you 
went home"). Again the Ebonies speaker is found describing every ac
tion and each event is expressed by a single verb. The speaker states 
that' he or she has been hearing a certain thing but also states on the 
surface that someone is telling that which is heard. This construction is 
a clear example of the use of the serial verb: the verbs stand adjacent to 
each other without being connected, and only one of the verbs can be 
inflected for tense, whereas if they were simply two sentences, one em
bedded in the other both could be inflected for tense. That also holds 
true for many serial verbs in African languages. Additional variations 
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~ay yi~ld 1 heardtellyou ioenthome or 1 will hear tell, ifyou do that. But 
inflection of the second verb would yield ungrammatical sentences 
such as 1 hear told you went home or I heard toldyou iaent home. ' 

If the sentence, as a result of an embedding transformation on the 
component sentences, were said to be simply I hear it and Someone 
tells/says, producin~ I hear that someone tellsotherpeople, then sentences 
such as the fol!owmg could be generated, where either verb or both 
verbs could be inflected for tense: 1 hear tell that you uent home; I hear 
it, (so~tebody) to~d thatyou went home; 1 heardit toldthat you uent home. 
A similar analysis can be made for the sentence 1 made do with what I 
had ("I used what I had"), where only the first verb can be inflected for 
tense, never the second. 

Another exampl~ is Go home go see about those children ("Go home and 
attend to thos.e ~hlldren"). This sentence is interesting in another as
pect as well: 1.t IS used both with and without the first go. Hearing a 
sente~ce ~f t~lS ~ype, one would automatically assume that go is an im
perat1:ve, mdIc~t1n~ tha~ the person being given the command should 
move m a certam direction away from the speaker, while see about means 
to attend. to. Bu: here go, expressing a command to move away from the 
speak:r, IS us~d m the same sentence with go see, showing that some type 
?f ~el'lalre1atlOnshipholds between go and see. We cannot claim that it 
IS simply t~e ~~~erativ~ ~o a~d the imperative see, because go exists as a 
command 10 initial posinon III the sentence, alone. 

Other ~bonics sentences tend to have a serial-like construction and 
may be e;ldence of the same function semantically as the serial verb 
constr,~ctl0ns of many West African languages: He pickedup and went to 
town ( .He wen: to town"); I'll take a switch and beatyou good ("I'll beat 
you WIth ~ switch"), Clearly it is a tendency for African American 
spe.akers, hk~ some West African speakers, to describe every detail of an 
action by usmg a special verb. 

Tense-Aspect Usage 

~he tense and as~ect quality in African American English has been 
CIted by several writers. Lorenzo Turner noted that Ogeeche or Gullah 
s?eake~s, .much like speakers of many West African langu~ges, attach 
little s~gmficance to the actual time when an event takes place; on the 
contrary, th~y stress the manner of the action. Turner offered examples 
of West Afncan languages that follow this pattern: 

In the Ewe language, for example, the verb is unchangeable, Tense 
and mood forms are made by a combination of several verbs or of 
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verbs and nouns, and it is difficult to distinguish bet~een tense
 
and mood. One verb form, designated by many grammanans as the
 
Aorist, does not indicate any particular time, but can represent the
 
present, past, or even future, according to ~he context. .
 

In Mandika the actual time when an action takes place IS of less
 
importance than the nature of the action as regards the complete

ness or incompleteness. Accordingly, there are three aspec~s of the
 
verb: the first represents an action without reference to ItS com

pleteness or incompleteness: the second ~escribes an ~ction which
 
is being continued: and the third descnbes one which has been
 

completed.25 

It has been found that there is no distinction between past and pre
sent indefinite forms of the verb among Yoruba speakers. Where it is 
necessary to make a distinction between past and present, the African 
uses an adverbial of time. For example, 6 ken! may be translated "It is 
small" or "It was small," depending on context. If we add the adverbial 
tiled it would have to be translated "It was small." This form conveys 
the meaning of completed action. It holds also in Yoruba that the n for
mative which marks the verb for progressive or iterative action, can be 
either ~resent or past time, depending on the time referred to in the 

context.
Tense and aspect thus are not linked in many West African languages. 

In some cases the syntactical systems are such that they focus on aspec~. 
As in Hausa, aspect is marked by grammatical formatives while tense IS 
marked by either context or the use of adverbials of time. Therefore, 
aspect can be used without reference of tense in many language~. . 

Slave narratives from Alabama reveal numerous construcnons III 

which tense is superseded by aspect. Certainly there exist mechanisms 
in Ebonies whereby aspect may be expressed without tense. In the state
ment He dumb de tree to shake de simmons dom« mhils! I be pickin em up, 
the speaker, having made reference to tense in the initial clause, does 
not repeat the tense marker on the verb phrase of the second clause. 
Nevertheless the speaker has not neglected to indicate the manner of the 
action of the verb phrase in the second clause. If we consider the En
glish form of this sentence, "He climbed the tree to shake the persim
mons down, while I was picking them up," we find that the tense for

mative is redundant in the second clause. 
These sentences employing done indicate the extent to which African 

American English uses the preverbal particle: All my chilluns done died 
01" mandered away; 'Fore I knowed it I done fell slap to sleep,' Hell done 
broke loose in Gawgy; He couldn't tell us much about rphat done happen. 
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may yield I heardtellyou went homeor 1 will hear tell, ifyou do that. But 
inflection of the second verb would yield ungrammatical sentences 
such as I hear toldyou uent home or J heardtold you went home. ' 

If the sentence, as a result of an embedding transformation on the 
component sentences, were said to be simply 1 hear it and Someone 
tells I says, producing I hearthat someone tells other people, then sentences 
such as the following could be generated, where either verb or both 
verbs could be inflected for tense: I hear tell thatyou went home' 1 hear 
it, (somebody) told thatyou ment home; I heard it toldthat you toent home. 
A similar analysis can be made for the sentence I made do with what I 
had ("I used what I had"), where only the first verb can be inflected for 
tense, never the second. 

Another example is Go homego see aboutthose children ("Go home and 
attend to those children"). This sentence is interesting in another as
pect as well: it is used both with and without the first go. Hearing a 
sente~ce ~f t!1is ~ype, one would automatically assume that go is an im
peratrve, indicating that the person being given the command should 
move in a certain direction away from the speaker, while see about means 
to atten~ to. Bu~ here go, expressing a command to move away from the 
speak~r, IS us~d in ~he same sentence with go see, showing that some type 
of serial relationship holds between go and see. We cannot claim that it 
is simply the imperative go and the imperative see, because go exists as a 
command in initial position in the sentence, alone. 

Other Ebonies sentences tend to have a serial-like construction and 
may be evidence of the same function semantically as the serial verb 
constructions of many West African languages: He picked up and wentto 
town (':He went to town"); I'll take a switch and beat you good ("I'll beat 
you with a switch"). Clearly it is a tendency for African American 
spe.akers, like some West African speakers, to describe every detail of an 
action by using a special verb. 

u1tse-Aspect Usage 

The tense and aspect quality in African American English has been 
cited by several writers. Lorenzo Turner noted that Ogeeche or Gullah 
speake~'s, ~uch like speakers of many West African langu~ges, attach 
little significance to the actual time when an event takes place; on the 
contrary, th~y stress the manner of the action. Turner offered examples 
of West Afl'lcan languages that follow this pattern: 

In the Ewe language, for example, the verb is unchangeable. Tense 
and mood forms are made by a combination of several verbs or of 
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verbs and nouns, and it is difficult to distinguish between tense 
and mood. One verb form, designated by many grammarians as the 
Aorist, does not indicate any particular time, but can represent the 
present, past, or even future, according to the context. 

In Mandika the actual time when an action takes place is of less 
importance than the nature of the action as regards the complete
ness or incompleteness. Accordingly, there are three aspects of the 
verb: the first represents an action without reference to its com
pleteness or incompleteness: the second describes an action which 
is being continued: and the third describes one which has been 
completed.25 

It has been found that there is no distinction between past and pre
sent indefinite forms of the verb among Yoruba speakers. Where it is 
necessary to make a distinction between past and present, the African 
uses an adverbial of time. For example, 6 kid may be translated "It is 
small" or "It was small," depending on context. If we add the adverbial 
tiUrf it would have to be translated "It was small." This form conveys 
the meaning of completed action. It holds also in Yoruba that the n for
mative, which marks the verb for progressive or iterative action, can be 
either present or past time, depending on the time referred to in the 
context. 

Tense and aspect thus are not linked in many West African languages. 
In some cases the syntactical systems are such that they focus on aspect. 
As in Hausa, aspect is marked by grammatical formatives while tense is 
marked by either context or the use of adverbials of time. Therefore, 
aspect can be used without reference of tense in many languages. 

Slave narratives from Alabama reveal numerous constructions in 
which tense is superseded by aspect. Certainly there exist mechanisms 
in Ebonies whereby aspect may be expressed without tense. In the state
ment He clumb de tree to shake de simmons down whilst I be pickin em up, 
the speaker, having made reference to tense in the initial clause, does 
not repeat the tense marker on the verb phrase of the second clause. 
Nevertheless the speaker has not neglected to indicate the manner of the 
action of the verb phrase in the second clause. If we consider the En
glish form of this sentence, "He climbed the tree to shake the persim
mons down, while I was picking them up," we find that the tense for
mative is redundant in the second clause. 

These sentences employing done indicate the extent to which African 
American English uses the preverbal particle: All my chilluns done died 
or wandered away; 'Fore I knoioed it 1 done fell slap to sleep; Hell done 
broke loose in Gatogy; He couldn't tell us much about what done happen. 
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Laboy, in writing about similar constructions, said that the meaning is 
clear already and therefore done becomes a perfective particle. He also 
stated that done is used in certain sentences with a meaning of intensi
fication, as in After I don won all that money. 26 While there may be cases 
where the perfective meaning is obscured, in most cases the preverbal 
particle done is an aspect marker in African American English, marking 
the verb for completed action without reference to time. 

Contrary to Labov's claim that have and done are interchangeable in 
their roles as perfective particles, most African American English speak
ers make a semantic distinction between these two perfectives. Doneap
pears to carry a consistent meaning of completion. These sentences 
show the preverbal form marking of done: I eat anything that's done; It's 
been done (stress on been, meaning "It's been completed a long time 
ago"); I been done JPe1lt. 27 In these instances done clearly means com
pleted action, and trying to replace it with some other perfective would 
yield ungrammatical sentences, thus revealing the difference in status 
between the forms using done and those using have. For example: It's 
been have and I been have I1JC12t. 

There are two forms of the word been in Ebonies. One appears with
out stress. It is used simply as a past perfect, as in He been married, 
connoting that he has been married but is no longer so. The second 
form provides added stress, as in He BEEN married, connoting that he 
was married a long time ago and is still married. Other sentences from 
Ebonies demonstrate this use of been: My ole man been dead goin' on 
twenty years; Ca' se I been belongin' to de church for fifty-five years,' Just 
left up to dem, I'd ave been dead; All my chiiluns done died or wandered 
away an' my old man been dead goin' on ttpenty years. 

It appears that done is a verbal aspect of completed action, without 
reference to time, as opposed to the perfective (have/had/has), which is 
marked for time. Salone reasoned that this usage has been overlooked in 
other studies dealing with Ebonies because something is lost in the 
translation, so to speak. To translate an Ebonies sentence using done 
into other dialects of English one would of necessity use a perfective 
form, thereby also marking the form for tense. For example, the sen
tence 1 done ate in Ebonies means, literally, I completed the action of 
eating, where the preverbal done specifies nothing in reference to time. 
This form done can also exist with the perfective form that is marked 
for time: I would have done ate, I had done ate, I will be done ate. In 
translating the done sentence into Standard English, one would use the 
perfective, as in "I have eaten," which does carry information about 
completed action but also carries information about the relationship of 
the action in time. And in doing this the Standard English speaker as-
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sumes that the Ebonies speaker is also implying a specification of time, 
which according to the evidence is incorrect. 

African American English speakers also tend to use a continuation 
form without reference to time, especially after the time has been re
ferred to in a previous clause of the sentence, as in these examples: He 
clumb de tree to shake de simmons down whilst I be pickin em up; I seed 
sompin a-comin' down de road-hit keep a-comin' an' keep a-gitten bigger. 
Contrasting Standard English equivalents, we find additional tense 
markers: "He climbed the tree to shake the persimmons down, while I 
was picking them up"; "I saw something coming down the road-it 
kept coming and kept getting bigger." While the Standard English 
speaker must inflect all verbs for tense, the Ebonies speaker is not re
dundant in expressing tense but nevertheless is redundant in expressing 
the manner or aspect of the action, even to the extent of using such an 
archaic English form as a-comin', a + gerund, which implies an iterative 
meaning. 

Conclusion 

This essay began with the assertion that followers of Turner, Herskovits, 
and Garrett were too narrow in their perspectives to adequately sub
stantiate the continuity of Africanisms in African American English. I 
have argued, however, that the communication styles of African Ameri
can speakers constitute the real continuity with the African sense. The 
linguistic factors analyzed support the basic proposition. 

African American speakers have maintained this fundamental sense 
of culture despite the imposition of European cultural values and styles. 
Retention of lexical items constitutes one part of the continuity, but the 
major burden of African American English has been carried by such 
communicative processes as the African American manner in expres
sion, supported in the main by serialization and a unique usage of tense 
and aspect. Neither phenomenon has any analogue in the English lan
guage, providing further proof that Ebonies derived in large part from 
the genius of West African languages. 
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